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Time to rebuild our economies, inspired by Christian social values
Peter Whiting
As 2016 draws to a close, commentators are making the
point that, in western democracies, a disgruntled
working class has wrought the unexpected in political
terms. Brexit, the election of President-elect Trump, and
the rise of Hanson and the minor parties in the
Australian Senate are all being sheeted home to those
who believe they have been poorly served by past
governments which have allowed their working and
living conditions to stagnate or deteriorate.
The coming year seems likely
to be just as eventful, with the
European Union facing a series
of referenda and general
elections across its key
member states. The results of
the Italian referendum this
month highlight the European
backdrop of rising nationalism
and populist politics, fuelled by
the migrant crisis, terrorism,
and years of austerity
measures.

economies are to embrace the model of open markets,
they should do so only with well-developed market
institutions and social safety nets in place.
Elizabeth Thurbon & Linda Weiss argue critically that
many trade agreements have produced perverse
outcomes, serving rather to entrench the monopoly
market powers associated with intellectual property
rights. They call on our governments to focus their
efforts on trade deals which take a prudent approach to
market access and a tough line
on rent-seeking.
If we were to adopt a Christian
social thought meta-narrative
to what has occurred, we
would perhaps not be quite so
surprised as it seems were the
commentators. Stephen Pope
in Commonweal Magazine
argues that Trump campaign
proposals run directly contrary
to core values affirmed by
social teachings – solidarity,
the preferential option for the
poor, the common good,
stewardship of the planet, and
the intrinsic dignity of every
person regardless of race,
religion, or gender.

Commentators argue that
increasing uncertainty and a
sense of insecurity, combined
with an increasing inequality of
income and opportunity, have
Photo courtesy Simple as That on Facebook.
given rise to a protest vote that
has and will continue to produce outcomes which not
On the other hand, the neoliberal policy agenda adopted
long ago seemed improbable.
in most western economies over the last 30 years or so
In this edition of the newsletter, the success of the
has focused on deregulation of markets and the
Trump campaign sees Bill Frilay channeling JK
institutions, and on regulations to control them. This
Galbraith in identifying that we are in an age of
blind faith in the power of the markets to self-regulate
uncertainty. Tony French speculates that we may be at a
and produce optimal outcomes through the so called
turning point in capitalism. Tim Harcourt is not so bold
‘trickle-down effect’ has proven to be misplaced.
as to discuss turning points, but asserts that, if our
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Trumping globalisation
& inequality

Trump, trade, & jobs
Tom Harcourt

Tony French
Will the presidency of Donald
Trump herald the slowing-down
or even reversal of US social
Trump Tower. Brad. flickr cc.
inequality? I doubt it.
Highlighted awareness of the gross social inequality in
the US clearly had him elected, however. The Donald
has grandiloquently promised that, from 'Day One' of
his presidency, he will "bring back our jobs". By
"putting America first" in "making steel, building cars,
and curing disease, American innovation will create
wealth and, with it, jobs for American workers. The
middle class will be rebuilt, and the result will be that
America will be great again - for everyone".

Posted on John Menadue’s blog
Pearls & Irritations
24 November 2016

For open markets to work well,
they need well-developed
market institutions and social
safety nets. Whether you love or loathe the presidentelect of the United States, Donald Trump can achieve
media attention for an economic policy issue, as well as
for himself. Take the issue of trade and jobs, for
example. The Trumpster has thrust trade and jobs into
the headlines.
Cargo ship leaving Miami Beach.
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Why Trump is right and wrong - about
killing off the TPP

Where to now after
Trump & Brexit?
Bill Frilay
We are still coming to terms
with the cataclysmic political
MSM spotlights Donald Trump vs events of the year. Brexit was a
Hillary Clinton & Bernie Sanders.
starter. But the big one has been
Donkey Hotey. flickr cc.
the election of Donald Trump.
We don't really know exactly how Trump will act as a
President. We have his radical statements made during
the campaign, some of which have been moderated
since. However, clinging to hope that he may change his
mind over some of these statements may be a case of
hope against reality.

‘Gen Rent’ the
unfortunate
demographic
Gary Harkin
The data on Australian
residential property is scary. In
Family. Lisa5588. flickr cc.
the overheated Sydney market,
the aspiring homeowner will
receive no change from $300,000, after a 20 percent
deposit, legal costs, and stamp duty. Even given oft-cited
parental support, it is members of a rare group indeed
which can rifle that level of savings from the piggybank
to make it into their own home. More and more
Australians are being priced out of the homeowner
stakes and shunted to rent status. 'Gen Rent used to be
about young folk only, and was transitory - a temporary
bridge to home ownership. The Gen Rent demographic
has rapidly expanded to include many people aged 50plus, many permanent renters, and of course the young.

The United States and Australia
should abandon the TPP and focus
their efforts on trade deals that
take a prudent approach to market
access. Mark Kauzlarich/Reuters.

Elizabeth Thurbon
UNSW Australia &
Linda Weiss University of
Sydney

President-elect Donald Trump
is right: the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is a
damaging deal, and deserves to be killed off.
But shifting the blame for American joblessness and
stagnant incomes obscures the more complex, largely
home-grown pressures that led U.S. companies to
offshore manufacturing production to low-wage
jurisdictions. Promising to tear up certain trade deals
and impose tariffs on imports (chiefly from China and
Mexico) will do very little if anything to reverse the
problem.

Why is torture so
widely practised?
Brian Johnstone
National and international law
prohibits torture. These laws are
based on a consensus that
TORTURE. Newtown grafitti.
torture is immoral. However, as
flickr cc.
Amnesty International reports,
at least 81 world governments currently practice torture.
US president-elect Donald Trump has publicly favoured
waterboarding. Why do governments engage in torture,
and why do their supporters accept this?

